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P H E P A C S 
In the development that has taken -place and pro-
cesses pertaining to t1 ê various applications of weld-
ing fabricating trades during the past few years, v:ost 
remarkable changes have been introduce'1, as means of -per-
fecting apparatus and welding materials. This field has, 
by no means, exhausted the process of metal working* 
Vovr developments are being continually recorded 
and it will be very difficult to establish any definite 
limit to the methods in the application of the process. 
Special attention has been given to a rumber of 
methods very recently developed in an effort to improve 
the physical and constutuent properties of welds. 
The object of the present work is to develop a 
practical method of determining the residual stresses 
and relieving them, \t the same time methods were deter-
mined by which the physical and structural properties 
could be improved. 
The v/riter wishes to ac'Tiowledge the assistance 
rendered by Mr. S. B. Slack, fomer bridge engineer for 
the Georgia State Highway Department, in checking the re-
sults previously run, also experimental work done in the 
shrinkage of welds. 
-O.M.H. 
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TK? gppgcT OF C ONTEOLLING " \! D 7 KG ?SO CE1XJRE OT 
P IKG OK THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES VI '.' lAtfSITICM 
: TITUKNTS OF THE MATERIALS. 
Purnose of the Investigation 
In studying the investigation made on welded 
materials, and knowing the action of the elements, 
carbon, silicon, phosphorus, sulohur, manganese, etc. 
when alloyed with iron, there will be a considerable 
change in the structure '.'.rid physical properties of 
materials when welded, due to the effect of the rate 
of cooling through critical ranges. Knowing, too, that 
the deposited material is different than that of the 
parent metal in that it is cast rather than rolled 
material. 
The rolled steel has improved properties over that 
of cast steel by having received a mechanical refining 
treatment while passing through the rolls in a plastic form* 
This imparts grain refinement, closes and welds blow holes, 
promotes soundness, increasing tensile strength and ductility. 
This is done by the destroying of the pre-existing course 
crystallization and producing a grain which is much smaller, 
and more uniform throughout the entire mass. In the case of 
the same steel in a cast form it is not possible to obtain 
these advantages. 
To these facts that the dep 
have to give consideration to non-metallic or oxidized 
impurities and gas impurities sue1 as, nitrogen, which the metal 
mil absorb from the atmosphere forming atomic nitrogen, which 
combines with the iron forming iron nitrides. These impurities 
are very detrimental to the ductile properties which are the 
desired qualities in a weld. 
With these ^acts in mind it is the intention and desiro to 
present in this paper a thorough knowledge and understanding of 
the practical application of the welding process and its 
possibilities, with relation to a practical method of relieving 
residual stresses caused by the sudden change of temperature of 
deposited and pamnt netals. This is based on the principles of 
the physics and metallurgy involved in making a good weld. 
Method of Attacking the Problems. 
(a) The machine was designed and built as shown in Fig. 2 
and 3 which was usod to control the effective blow of the air 
hammer, by the use of an air r servoir with a capacity of about 
100 cubic feet connected between the air line and a regulator. 
This made it possible to regulate and to maintain a constant air 
pressure on the air hammer. Then the air hammer was placed in 
the carriage holder of the machine and clamped so as to prevent 
it from moving in the carriage. This carriage was designed to 
move in any direction at a constant sneed and fixed so it could 
not move from the effect of the blow of the ham er, as shown in 
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Fig. 1 and 2. A special jig wag made to hold the material to 
be welded firmly to t e table of the oeening machine to prevent 
any loss of the effective blow from the hammer through vibration, 
(See Pig, 8.) 
When the machine was completed, several trial tests were run 
to prove that the full benefit of the effect of the blow of the 
hammer was obtained. It was desired to obtain data from which one 
could calculate the force of the blow given by hammer at different 
air pressures. 
The method of calibrating the hammer is based on the work done 
(t) 
by S. B. Redfield. Redfield calculated the force of a blow fro:- a 
drop hammer on the following basis; neglecting friction when a body 
of a given weight is lifted through a given distance, work is done 
upon that body against the action of gravity equal to the nroiuct 
of the weight by the distance lifted. Then this body is allowed 
to fall again this work is transformed into energy of motion and 
when the body strikes an object, t^e act of stopping the body forces 
it to give up its energy of motion, resulting in deformation or 
breakage and heat, therefore, the work done by the blow must equal 
the work stored in the falling body, the -product of the force of 
the blow and depth of penetration must be constant and equal to 
(1) Ref. American Machinists Vol. 33, 1910 
Fig. 1 A 
This shows a more detailed construction of the 
peening machine, 
In this photograph you will notice how the carriage 
can I - moved to and from the weld. This makes it possible 
to weld the center bar of the plate without removing them 
from the clamps on the bed of the machine. Ey the use of 
a manually operated worm driven machinesum the carriage can 
be moved back and forth across the weld at a constant speed 
while peering, 
-r-
Fig. 1 B 
Ihe • ' • ove nhot o gr ar h s I \ ov/s a c ompl e t e s et-np in 
operation of equipment used in êorir.r- and recording 
temperatures. Note the positior in which the hamrr.er 




Shows detai led co: bract io/- jer.ing machine and 
i 
a i r reservoir wit r.ir re'mlator*. 
iv. 7 
Shows complete sot-up o ! .. us id for -.ireMing 
and peening. 
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the stored work. If the sin stance is tough and penetration 
is slight,, the force must be great* Similarly, if the bodies 
are soft and penetration is great, the force of blow must be 
11 because the product of the two must bo constant. 
To— apply the above statement in calculating the effected 
blow of an air hammer. Suppose the hammer has a 3 1/2-inch 
diameter bore and a 9-inch stroke. Then applying an average 
effective air Dressure behind the piston of GO pounds per square 
inch, and the moving parts, ciston weighs 100 pounds, the chisel 
will r=""~5trate rod: 1/15 inch at a single blov/. Here the work 
is done by air on a downward stroke. ?.re will simplify the case 
by assuming the air pressure i3 removed exactly at the instant 
of stopping of the piston and that there is no cushioning of 
air in the lower end of the cylinder. 
In falling through the 9-inch stroke (3/4 foot) the 100 
pounds of weight will be able to do 100 x 3/4 or 75 foot 
pounds of work. The average air pressure of 50 pounds per 
square inch above the 3 1/2 inch ter piston will exert 
a downv/ard force of 60- x :;. '?. x .75 or 432 foot pounds. This 
would show itself in increased velocity of the moving parts. 
From this the total work available in the descending: 
machanism, again neglecting friction, which would be 75 + 432= 
507 foot pounds. Since the penetration is l/l6 inch or l/l92 
of a foot, the average blov; will he 507 divided by l/l92 or 
5-
97,344 pounds. If t he r o c v were so f t tl s oene t r a t i 
twice t h a t o'1 the hove 4""'-""' average force would he ha l f 
as much, or 48,672 rounds. 
On t h i s b a s i s , t h e following Formula for finding 
3 of fn ct ive b 1 ov,r o C an a ir hi • run s r w is derived. 
V 2 - R a s V°- 0 V= Final v e l o c i t y at end of stroke. 
ii ce i= ; y2 .3 £ s • • v 3 - 2 p 'v s 
v 7~ ~vf 
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. • T- 2 g ] On h i t t i n g Object "orce Fg-Ma-W V2 
W '* g 2S*g 
"here 3^= Penetration in f t . 
• • 
' • F2= J ? J P A : • • F2= P A (3 32) 
1 H F —si—— 
"'.hers P- Ib/Sq. in. o^ air on piston 
A* Piston area in Jquare Inoh-s 
S= Stroke of piston in feet 
W= Weight of piston 
Calcul- tions for ¥% using 50 ard 70 lb air pressure oC hammer: 
Piston travel is 4 9/l̂ !' or 4.562" 
Weight of piston is 1.04 rounds 
For 50-lb air pressure Sg a .006" 
For 70-lb air pressure Sg = -0086" 
\ = .8861 Sa. In. 
S•s .38 ft. 
F2« 50 (.8861 x .58)= 33,500 lb. 
.0006 
F 2 = 7 0 (*3861 x .58) = 55,500 lb. 
.00086 
In addition to above named machine the following equipment 
•was used: a small air hammer, ". chromel-alumel thermocouple, a 
milli-volt meter, a Berry strain gage with a 2-inch gage length. 
An oxy-acstylene tore1 for cutti] :; s material and preparing 
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for welding, a drill press, ana a special punen ana ,ng 
for spacing and malring the Perry gage holes. 
Material used: 
(1) Structural steel plates 1 lA" X 6" X 14" 
(2) Electrodes used: 
5/32 Airco No. 41 hare using 145 amperes and 
18 volts full load. 
l/8 Vfestinghouse Flex-Arc, using 125 amperes 
and about 18 volts full load. 
5/32 Airco Ho. 65 light coated using 140 am-
peres and about 20 volts full load. ' 
5/32 Westinghouse Flex-Arc general purpose 
heavy coated, us ins; 130 amperes and about 25 
volts full load. 
5/32 heavy coated Cresta Hurex, using 130 am-
peres and about 25 volts full load. 
5/32 Lincoln Fleetweld shield arc, using 130 
amperes and about 25 volts full load. 
I let hod for Preparing Material fo^ Welding 
By the use of the oxy-aoetylene cutting torch the 1 1/4" 
X 8" X 14" steel plates were cut and then with a special jig 
duplicate punch marks on the faces of the plates were laid ou 
Then with scratcher marks from point to point gave the line of 
out to form the center bar; as shown in Fig. 4. Then a second 
special jig was built for cutting the double bevel double V 
section in the center of the bar as shown in Fig. 5. 
- lo-








With the use of the jigs these points were obtained 
accurately as shown in the figures above., Then with a 
smooth straight-edge jig and the oxy-acetylene cutting 
torch a smooth finish opening was cut from points 1 and 
2 and 3 and 4. Then with a special iig double "V£ were 
cut with a smooth finish leaving a 3/16" gap between the 
two ends of the center bars as shown in Fig, 5. 
After the center bars were formed, as shown in Fig- 5, 
a third special jig was made as s' own in Fig. 6, for laying 
out and making accurately the strain gage hole. The accuracy 
of these holes were made possible by drilling and reaming 
holes in the jig to fit a special punch* The angle of the 
points on the punch is the same ; s that of the legs of the 
strain gage. This jig was clamped firmly on each side of 
the pistes to be welded. Then by the use of the hammer and 
the special punch., the strain gage holes were made as shown 
in Fig. 7. 
r * 
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v;hen the preparation of the plates ras finished, 
they were stored in •" room with the Berry strain gage 
and allowed to age for about eight weeks before welding 
so as to allow -Lhe strain due to cutting temperature to 
localize them at room temperature. This would allov; both 
the plates and Berry gage to have the same expansion due 
to atmospheric room temperature* 
L'ethod of Procedure and Results 
The sero strain gage readings were taken at points 
1,2,3,4,5, and 6 on both sides of the plate (A & B) and 
recorded as given in Table I. 
The plate was then placed on the table of the peen-
inp; machine, covered with a special metal templet, allow-
ing none of the face of the plate to be exposed except 
that nortion of the center bar to be welded. This nro-
tected the strain gage holes from being filled with iron-
oxide given off from the molten metal in the arc crater. 
Then the pi te was clamped down to the table of 








'• . D A 
Fie, 10 
^ _L W L ^ U i A j ^ j . i j , . , 
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liberated in the arc stream and the arc terminals on both. 
sides of the double "Vn .ioint of center bur to maintain 
near as possible a uniform stress in the plate due to expan-
sion and o on traction on both sides of center bar. 'she 
weld was completed the temperature was tar'en and re coy-
plate removed from clamps, (as shown in Figs. 8 and 9A) and 
strain gage reading Ah a^d 3̂  taken. Then the plate was 
all owed to remain in the same roon for about 24 hours, allow-
ing the plate to attain roon temperature. Then the strain 
rcare readings were taken again and recorded (in data) as Ac 
and Bc. This nrocedum was repeated identically for each 
test plate run. 
The test plates used in the investigation consisted of 
1 1/V X 3" x 14" hot rolled steel plates prepared as stated 
and shovm in Fig. 10. This tyne of ioint was used because of 
its simplicity, its high degree of rigidity, and it:3 adapta-
bility for obtaining the strain gage reading with a fair decree 
of accuracy. 
The 90-degree double V type .ioint was used for the purpose 
of obtaining a mor^ uniform t istribution of the strains and a 
large area of deno^ited metal. Tne large area of deposited 
metal made it possible to determine the actual physical pro-
perties of the deposited metal of center bars. 
Strain gage boles were made on both sihes of the center 
and outside bars of each specimen as shovm in Fir. 7. ?hese 
holes were so located that strain gage readings taken between 
-17-
then in a direction rirht angles to the axis of the 
weld and parallel to roll direction of parent metal, 
would measure unit deformation o? the center bar, because 
the deformation of center bar is directly a function of 
the artount of contraction of the welds. This method of 
obtaininn strain reading is adaptable and a satisfactory 
means by which the different weldinj- procedures could be 
are i. 
Two tynes of welding procedures were imrestig 
and they are illustrated and lescribed in detail an shown 
in Figs. 11 and 12. TVie different procedure was in the 




The deposited raetol v;ar> equally donna it ed in tire upper 
and lower V's as shown, in an effort to eliminate "bending 
stresses in center "bar as much an possible. 
The test procedure consisted of running several tests 
non-cleaned and non-peened, taking strain gage reading on 
each specimen with a Berry strain gage before and after weld-
ing, while weld was hot and after cooling to room temperature« 
Also the same procedure was carried out as follows: 
(a) Cleaning and peening each deposited layer. 
(To) Cleaning and deposited layer and peening every other layer. 
(c) Cleanir.fr each deposited layer and peening every third. 
(d) Cleaning each deposited layer and peening twice in each 
V of joint. 
(e) Recording temperature before and after peenirr all welds 
and taking strain ; • 'eading as st: ted above. 
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Th e effective blow cf the peening hammer was control": 
by putting the hammer in a fixed position and regulating the 
air pressure as previously explained. Various pressures 
used in order to determine .from results v#i t pressure is most 
effective on the peening of weld . r£he pressures used --ere 
F0, ^0, 70, and 76 pounds per square inch. Results obtained 
show that an average effective pressure of 70 oounds rer square 
inch give the most effective results on roleaving residual 
strains and stresses in welded metals. 
All welds were made controlling welding current, welding 
voltage, temperature, and peening with the purnose in view 
of making er! ch weld identical. 
This data ulus actual strain gage is tabulated in Table 
No. I. 
vrhen all test specimens wer<\ welded ^nd data recorded, 
oxy-acetylene cutting torch was used to cut the center bars 
out of nlate as shown in Fir. 13-A. The test bars were then 
allowed to age at room temperature for about four weelcs, ma-
chined, and turned down in ! i weld nroper as shown in Fig. 13-B 




>y. /3 A 
Ff$ /3 3 
U 
Fig. ISA & 13B 
The reason for cutting the test bars down in the 
v;eld proper was to insure obtaining the results of the 
physical properties of the welded neta] and not parent met 
This picture shows a few of the test bars after they vrere 
pulled, ?ig. 14. 
i 
Fig. 14 
From these bars and from other bars that were not 
pulled, a section of the weld has been out out, polisl 
and etched for ma] in ; a nicropbotographic stud;- of the 
welded structure. Fie;. IF shows a fe of the test bars 
that sections of :-~elds have been cut fror: to prepare for 
nicrop^otographic study. 
F i g . 15 
F i g . 16 
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Photomiorogr pi 
The object is to study tl e story revealed from the T icro-
structures of the welded joints with rel"tion to tve effect of 
the welding heat on structure and physical properties of steel. 
Welding is a process by which, through one of th< 
methods, two metallic pieces may be fused together to solid 
h omo g ene ou s mass in the we 1ded areas: autogenous weIdin ;, eleetric 
resistance welding, for;;e welding, and electric arc welding. 
Arc welding is a process by i a high current is passed 
through an arc gap utilizing the total heat in the arc stream, 
and at the arc terminals to E\ise the metallic pieces to %r* joined, 
in order th- t they may flow together to form 8 solid homogeneous 
mass. The structures of the deposited metal in an electric .re 
weld is to a certain extent th it of c st steel with tl e loose 
course crystalline structure, therefore, the physical properties 
are similar to those of c st metals. Because through continuous 
heat-treatment the weld receives through the process of welding, 
the physical properties are improved over that of the cast metals. 
In fact it is found that the deposited metals are relative1;,' lo-
in duct il it;/ than in strength. 'his has been or oven from the micro-
scopic examination of fracture and cut sections from welded areas, 
also the physical tests th t the specimens have bee" subjected to. 
The following micro-photograph (Fig. 1-28) show that the 
metals are unsound, in th t they are contaminated with non-metallic 
incliisions, and lack of union and strong bond between some of the 
* 
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crystals. This of"ers the reason Tor the losses of ductility 
in welded metals. On the other hand, the increase ir. strength 
is no doubt due to the inherent method of welding. The nef'od 
of building up a section by layers of beads will increase its 
area of resistance to strains as compared with the original 
section, and helps it to offer a greater resistance to breakng 
in the weld. 
These micro-photographs also reveal many large black needles 
in the Territe grains which is evidence that crystals of a nitride 
of iron are present, which make the crystals nore brittle th the 
crystals they are imbedded in. 
This will .°gain help to increase strength and decrease ility, 
although it has been proven fron t%is investigation th ' •' hy ical 
properties can be improved by control procedure of weldir ' neen-
ing which will offset so^e of the abo_re named faults, 
-25-
Fig. 1—188X Nitol Etch 
Fig. 1—Welded Steel Non-Feened. Etched in Nitol. 
This photomicrograph shows a cross-section 
of deposited metal and base metal. Upper section is de-
posited netal and lower half is based netal. 
Structure shows a uniforr aggregate of ferrite 
and pearlite, the little round dark spots in the ferrite 
grains are non-netallic inclusions. The white areas are 
ferrite, and the dark areas following the grain boundaries 
are pearlite. The black nee lies that are seen in the (white) 
ferrite grains in the upper section ar \ nitride of iron and 
-26-
th e black streak s]-own in the center is the .iunction of weld 
which is non-metallic impurities. The dark gray substance is 
an eutectoid structure of Fe & Fe N4.. 
This micro-nhotorraph is of a section taken from test 
specimen No. 1 as listed under Table III, pa?;e 71. This rricro 
relates why the physical nro^ertieG •ro as "iven in Table III. 
Fig. 2A-- 150X Nitol St. Fig. 23—150 Nitol I 1 
Fig. 2A—Welded Steel, Nan Peened. Etc1 ed in Tlitol. 
This photomicrograph shows •:• cross-section of deposit and 
base metal. The uuper section is the deposited metal; J-''̂  lower 
section is the base metal. The lilac1" areas are slag an'1 canities 
due to imperfect welding and cleaning of each deposited layer of 
27-
net-1. The fracture as shown near the veld junction 
accrued during the tensile test or t st bar. The reason 
for the failure in this manner -was due to the distribution 
of the non-metallie inclusion. 
The structure shows white grains of ferrite i nd bl 
grains of sorbito pearlitc. The small clusters of ferrite 
grains, as shown below the fracture, ar- ferrite bonds o 
inproner rolling. 
Fig. SB—Section of Deposited Metal of 3]eci is 
that of 2A Etched in Hitol. 
The black areas aro slag and cavities due to imperfect 
welding. White areas are ferrite, dar1" gray kneas are sorbito 
pearlite. The black needles, as seen in the ferrite, are nitride 
of iron. 
These raicro-photographs as shown indicate why the physical 
•properties rv" ;nec. No. 2 are as listed in Table Yc III. 
. 
Fig. S—150 ito] 
• i g • 3 - -Y/elded . .r e! i o.f To-, t T" a r No* 4 as L i 31 ed in 
Table N o . Ill, ITon-Peened. 
This photomicrograph sho ' • cross-section of vreld-
ed area. The black areas are slag and cavities due to 
improper we 1dine and cleaning of each deposited layer, 
5 tructur e is an a g :rr e ga t e of f err i t e an cl s or bit o p e •" r 1 it e. 
The blacl: needles as seen in ' faite areas are nitride of 
iron known as nitride needles. 
This microphotograpb relates why the physical nroperties 
are so low as shown in Table H o . !!!• 
Fig* 5A ritol Etch 
i 
Fig- 5B Nitol Etch •. GC ITitol Etch 
Fig, 5A (Foregoing Page)—Base netal ner'.r the bond 
of v;elded aron. This photomicrograph shows a cross-section 
o.f test bar just outside the bond i-etrreen the hase and de-
posited metal. The effect of V e he + has refine'1 the crystal*:. 
The clusters of small grains is shown in the photograph are not 
due to the effect of the arc heat, hut was faulty rolling. This 
is vrhat is hnovm as ferrite bonding vrhich in usually due to rolling 
at or near the lower point of steel. 
The structuro is ar te of ferrite, laminated pearlite, 
and sorbito pearlite. The darv are's at high magnification show 
up as laminated pearlite and sorbito near!ito. 
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Fig» 5B—Photo icrograph shows welded junction of a 
bare electrode weld on low carbon steelj non-peened. 
The upper section is the welded area which is an ag-
gregate of ferrite, nitride of iron, and sorbito pearlite. 
The white areas are ferrite. The black needles which may 
be seen in the white areas are nitrides. The dark areas 
are sorbito pearlite. The distorted grain structure is 
due to the puddling of the nota^ and recrystallization be-
low the critical point. 
The lower section is the iunction of base metal. 
Structure is an aggregate of ferrite and pearlite. The 
fine grain structure is due to the sudden heating and cool-
ing of the first layer of deposited metal. The dark round 
areas are non-metallic inclusions. 
Fig. 5C—Photomicrograph shows another section of the 
welded area of the sane specimen as that of1 ".'•,. 
The upper right side section is the" deposited metal. 
Structure is an aggregate of ferrite, nitride of iron and sor-
bito pearlite. The distorted grains oC ferrite arc no doubt 
due to the evolution of heat which is a sudden change of in-
ternal energy, probably resulting in internal strains in turn 
causing recrystallization, hence, the coincidence of tl 
phenomena. 
The lower left section is the iunction of base metal. 
Structure is a very fine aggregate of ferrite and pearlite. 
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These micro-photogranhs are taken .from a cross -
section of t e s t "bat* No. 5 as shovrc ir Table I I I . The 
high percentage of n i t r id ing and non-metallic inclusion 
is responsible for i t s loss in physical proper t ies . 
Fig. 6A—1B8Z Ili tol Etch 
Fig. 6A—Photomicrograph s] ows fracture in welded area 
of t e s t bar No. 6 vrtiich resulted from a tension s t r e s s . This 
::'r.'-.cture occurred in a s t ra igh t l ine Prom grain to grain which 
indicates in t e r -c rys ta l ] ino b r i t t l e n e s s . This is caused by the 
f e r r i t e grain assuring nearly the same c rys ta l l ine orientat ion 








Fig. SB—Photomicrograph shows a cross-section of 
the deposited metal of test bar No. 6 which was peened. 
Structure is a uniform constituent of ferrite, nitride 
of iron, and sorbito pearlite. The black needles tin t 
can be seen in the white ferrite ureas are nitrides* The 
percentage 05? oxides seem to be less l.han in erevious test 
bar s -
Fig. SC—Photomicrograph shows junction 0 
deposited metal. TTpner section in the deposited metal. 
Structure is a uniform aggregate of ferrite and pearlite. 
The little blade needles seen in ferrite • re nitrides. 
Lower section is the base met'1. Structure is aggregate of 
ferrite and pearlite. The black spots are nits due to polish-
ing although same of the small dar> ipots deposits are oxides. 
These micro-photographs as shown in iicate rood physic- 1 
properties which check with results as given in Tal le III. 
r 
Pig. 74—200X Nitcl Etc? Pig. 7B— 20CG 
Fig. 7A—Photomicrograph G1 ows outer layer cross-section 
of deoosited metal in test bar To. 7 which was peened« 
Structure is an aggregate oP ferrite and granulated cearlite 
or sorbite. There is also a eutectoid of Fe & FeN^ present. 
Fig. 7B—Photomicrograph shows the inner lavcrs of the 
deposited metals near the function of base and deoosits. 
Structure shows a uniform agrregate o? ferrite md pearlite. 
The white areas are ferrite and dark areas are nearlite, with 
the exception of the little round black Dots that are seen 
in the white areas, which are oxides. The black needles that 
are seen in white .reas are nitrides. These micro-photographs 
indicate good physical properties which check T/n.th results 
given in Table III. 
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Fig» 8A--PhotomLcrogranh shows a c r o s s - s e c t i o n of t h e 
base metal of t o s t bar Ho. 8* 
Structure shovs that bonding of the ferrite took place 
during rolling. The -white areas are ferrite and dark are- s 
are pearlite. 
Fig. 8B—Photomicrograph shows a cross-section of the 
deposits and base metils of test bar Ho. 3 which was peened. 
The upper section is the deposited metal. The micro-
photograph is a uniform structure of ferrite and pearlite. 
The dark pearlite-like areas are eutectoids of Fe & Fe N,« 
The lower section is the base metal. The white areas are 
ferrite, and dark areas arc pearlite. 
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The junction between base nd deposited metal is nor-
fect. The photograph shows tlv t some oxidation tooh place, 
but due to its uniform distribution th t did not materially 
affect the physic1'. 1 r roper ties ••hich may be seen in Table III* 
Fig* 9—This photoTnicrorr-!]-:1 shows a cross-section of a 
welded area of a low carbon steel rn Lth b-re electrodes, 
and -was peened. 
The structure shows the outer layers which are subjected to 
internal strairs that developed from rocrystallization on cooling 
below critical points (Ax). This is also nartly due to th^ inherent 
method of deposition cf metal* 
- 3 5 -
The internal s t rains caused bhe dis tor ted grain structi 
which probably results; from a cold work nrocess. T] ' reas 
are f o r r i t e holding ir solid solution n i t r ide of iron w1 :' c^ is 
n by tbe presence of the blaqV n i t r ide needles. The 'ar& 
areas are pe'*rlite» The dark ;r • ras are no doubt a eutectoid 
of Fe & FeN4. 
Thin structure also shows bl e presence of 3one non-metallic 
inclusions which are evenly d is t r ibuted . This s tructure would 
indicate loss in duct:'.lit;* and ncreasa in t ens i l e s t r ich 
is shown ir Table I I I . (See Test Specimen No. 9) 
Fig. 10--200X h i to l Etch 
Fig, 10—This photomicrograoh shows a cross-section of a 
perfect ly welded .-iu.netion on a low carbon s tee l made 7jith a 
electrode and neened. 
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The unper section is the deposited metal vjfrioh is an 
aggregate of ferrite and sorbite pearlite. The non-uniform 
structure is the result of a strain 3et up durinr welding 
and tensile test made on bars. The structure also shows 
the nresence of nitriding and some non-metallic impurities. 
The lower section is the base metal. Structure is 
aggregate oC ferrite and nearlite. This structure would indicate 
high tensile strength and, fair ductility, which is shov/n in 
Table III. (See test specimen No. 10) 
Pig. 11—200X Ilitol Etch 
, Fin;. 11—This pi-iotomicrogrann shows a cross-section of 
deposited metal on a low carbon tost bar mad;; with ''irco No. 35 
light-coe.ted electrodos nor.-peened. 
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S g t e d sorbi te pear l i te tl 
has been subjected to high -itreszcx, v/bich would i: :i 
high t ens i l e strength and e las t ic l imits with decrease in 
d u c t i l i t y , (See specimen To. 11 l i s ted in Table I I I ) 
Fig. 12—ItSOJt j i t o l Etch 
Pig, 12—This photomicrograph shows the cross-section o 
a deposited metal on a low carbon s tee l t e s t bar Made with a 
l ight Airco No- 65 co ted electrode* 
Structure is an aggregate of f e r r i t e , n i t r i d e of iron, 
sorbito and laminated p e a r l i t e . Thin s t ruc ture would indicate 
a s l ight loss in t en s i l e strei l igh t increase in 
d u c t i l i t y . (See spealmen No. \Z l i s t ed in Table I I I ) 
Fig. 1SB—20QX litoi :tch 
Fig. 13A—This photomicrograph shows a cross-section o 
welded junction on a low carbon steel made with a Tfestinghouse 
Flex arc general purpose electrode, neened. The upper left 
section is deposited metal. Structure is a fine aggregate 
ferrite and pearlite. Also the presence of some nitriding which 
is shown by the little black needles that appear in the Perrite. 
There are also sor.e non-metallic impurities which appear as lii 
round dark spots in the ferrite grains* Due to the presence of 
the nitride of iron there is no doubt but that a eutectoid of 
Fe & FeN^ present. The lower right side section is the 1mse 
metal which is a fine aggregate of ferrite and pearlite. This 
fine structure is due to the he -t treatment received fror: xi 
procedure. 
Fig. 13B—This photomicrograph shows a section of weld proper 
of same specimen as ISA* Structure is a fire aggregate of forr 
•i0. 13A—200X fcitol Etch 
, p 
indicate a high t ens i l e strength and d u c t i l i t y . (See specie 
13, Table I I I ) 
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Fig. 14-.-,—150X Nito] :tch Fig. 14B—30QX Nitol Etch 
"Fir.. 14A--This photomicrograph shows a crocs-section of 
a welded area made on a low carbon steel with a TTestinghouse 
general purpose flux coated electrode. 
Structure is a fine aggregate of ferrite and pearlite. 
There is little indication of ni!ridir.?? which at high magni-
Fig. 14B—This photomicrograp] is of the same section 
as that of 14A, but at a much higher magnification- The 
structure is also an aggregate of ferrite and pearl ite. 
The little round dark spots as shorn] in the white areas 
are non-metallic impurities. 
These structures would reveal ' bhe weld h s ^ood 
physical rrr>r>erties. (See s'T>ecinen M-, Table JTT.) 
^}p&8? 
^v- ; '^%f ' ̂  
y%>&*.\ 5F §& n g ^ 
^TT^^-^-- "J % J' ^ . : , ' " ^ V 7 
; ll̂ il̂  
• - v V i •- J 
, l r—°? : i to 1 tch 
Fig. IB—This photomicrogran] shows a cross-section of 
the "base metal ne'!r the bond of the deposited and original 
metal of test bar Ko. 15 as listed in Table Ho. III. 
Structure is an aggregate of ferrite and pearlite- The 
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effect of the vel "" ' ponsible for re-Auction 
o.."1 the crystal size of this steel. This structure re2 
good physical ^^r 
Fig. 1S--2U02 i itol Etch 
Pig. 16—This photomicrograph vns taken from a cross-
section of the deposited metal :/• test 1 ar No. 16 made with 
a bar VTestinghouse flex arc electrode which was peened. 
Structure is an aggregate of ferrite, FeK^» and sorbito 
or granulated pearlite. This structure would indicate high 
tensile strength and lower ductility than that of test bar 
No. 15. (See specimen 15 and lf: in Table III) 
'• . 7.7--150X Nitol Etch 
Fig- 17—T^'is photomicrograph La a cross-sectior of the 
deposited and bsse metal of t^at bar 31 o. 17, peened. The upper 
section is the deposited metal which is a fine a pr, predate of f err it 
soroito nearlite* 
The lower section shows 4:1 • base metal. Structure is a fine 
aggregate of ferrite and pearlite. Under high magnification, the 
white area in the welded section reveals that some nitridinr, took 
place, also some non-detailic inclusions were present. The dark 
areas in both sections show sorbitic or laminated pearlite. The 
welded junction is of very food quality showing perfect arrangement 
of the grains. 
This structure reveals ideal physical properties, (See results 
of Specimen 17, Table III) 
9 
Fig* 18A--?.'.*uX Kitol Etch '1 > 183—150X Nitol 
Fig. 18A—This photomicrograph is an outer cross-section 
of deposited metal of the Cresta-Kurex electrode on a low 
carbon steel, non-peened. 
Structure is a uniform aggregate of ferrite, nitride of 
iron, and sorbitic pearlite» In the outer layers of the welded 
area, nitridin^; took nlace in th' t nitride needles are present 
in ferrite grains* 
Fig. 18B—This photomicrograph shows a cross-section of the 
welded function or bond between "base and denosited metal. This 
micro-photograph is of the same Lrnen as that of 18A. 
Upper section is the welded section which is a Fine structure of 
ferrite and sorbitic rearlite. In that nitridin" tool' place in 
outer layer of denosited metal as shown in 18A, therr* is no re: 
why nitrides should not bo tires en t in the inner layers and doubtless 
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oonstitutea part of the d rlite-lil^e areas • " -; 
of a eutectoid of Pe & FBTSA. The littl !< parti •' ir • non-
metallic inclusions. The lower section is the base metal iv 
is ar aggregate of ferrite and pearlite. Those structure 
good physical properties, but lue to nitridin^ that took place, 
ductility was slightly reduced as wil3 be seen in Table III. 
^m^m^/yr-
/fix 









F i g . 19—15QX Ni to l ~*tch 
Fig. 19--This photomicrogr 3 ows the structure o. tin 
cross-section of test "bar JTo. 23 made of original . at 3 . 
Structure is ferrite (v:hite areas) and pearlite (dark are 
The percentage o? dark areas indicate that the steel is al 
0.10—0.IS percent carbon. The structure indicates a very 
ductile material. (See Specimen to. 22 in Table III) 
:: fMMt I S 
x'ig. 20--E00X riitol Etch 
. 20--This photomicrograpl sho , bhe structure of the 
deposited metal at the bond on a loT? c rbon steel. The weld 
was made with Lincoln Fleetvreld electrodes on test Specimen 
Uo. 23, non-peened. 
. 
Structure is a unifc r r i t e r. "• earl -
The lar' arc ' re a t< </ to follow !1 
are pear l i te* The dar1," spots til '; near in icrr i J :e ("white 
are non-metallic impuriti s. 
This s t ructure indicates a high tens i le strength but 
unifornly dis t r ibuted imrniritir duc t i l i t y is s l igh t ly decreased* 
(See Specimen 23, Table I I I ) 
Pi^« 2-><>—This photomicrograpl shows the cross-sect ion or' the 
base metal in t e s t bar 24. s t ructure is a non-uniform - r " te o:? 
f e r r i t e and p e a r l i t e . "hi to areas arc f e r r i t e and dark areas are 
p e a r l i t e , The small grain clusters or due to bonding resultia 
fron ro l l ing at improper temperature. 
, 31B—This photoma .•.••" a cross-section 
of the deposited net- 1 of Lincoln Fleetweld electrode on a 
] oi carbon steel. 
structure is a uniform gate o;. ferrite and pearlite. 
White areas are ferrite ar.s some nreseno;' of nitride of ii 
and dark areas that follow the f,rain boundaries are pearlite. 
The little darv spots in the ferrite grains are non-metallic 
impurities that occurred during the weldinr> 
FThile we!i ling test bar Ho* 24, each deposited layer was 
peenerl and cleared. Structure rslates why physical properties 
were as shown in Table III. 
. 
Fig. 2C--150X • V.Ltrt 
Fig. 22—This photomicrograph shows outside cross-section of 
welded area made with Lincoln Fleetweld electrodes on low oarbon 
steel, 
The structure is an aggregate on ferrite and pearlitej holding 
in so?.id solution some impurities such as iron nitrides and iron 
oxides. The nitrides are shown in. the ferrite grains as bl; edle 
Also in the form of a eutectoid of Fe & FeK, which is shown dark 
pearlitic substance. The iron oxides are present in the form of dark 
round spots, 
The distorted grain structure is due to two things: 
(l) Feening velo-- the (Ax) transformation point. 
Heat evolution, causing recrystallization. 
The deformation resulting fro: ?on." working (Fig. Z'J) has caused 
an orientation of the ferrite and pearlite partinles to-1 
in a non-uniform direction, but it will bo noticed that the ferrite 
areas remain structureless, and indicates that it has the sa e ---
stalline orientation throughout. 
The evolution of hec b observed at the (Ax) temperature neces-
sarily indicates a sudden change of internal energy which nroba ly 
results from a relief of internal strains, this relief, in turn, 
causing recrystallization, hence the coincidence of the two ' . 
bearing in mind th it the more severe the cold working, the lower '• 
temperature of recrystallization, it should be expected that aiM 
severe deformation of the (Ax) point will occur at a lower temperature. 
(?) 
V. N. Krivobok has found the above result." to be true from his inves-
tigation on samples of hypo-eutectoid steels and Armoo iron while 
cold worked and then heated, the evolution, of heat being observed 
% 
in the vicinity of 650 decrees C. 
(2) Reference. Sauveur: Metallography nd Heat Treating of Iron 
and Steel. Chapter XVTI 
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Fig. 23C—2O0X 
Fig. 23A—The photomicrograph shores a faross-secticon of outside 
layer of Fleetweld electrode deposited metal, non-peened* 
Structure is an aggregate of ferrite " l nearlite. The pear! 
has a tendency to segregate at grain boundaries* The dark round sj 
are non-metallie inclusions. There is also evidence of nitriding* 
The non-uniform distribution of the • r, -rotate is due to the in-
herent method of deposition* That is, the metal from the cathode 
nelts and the cathode glcbules thus formed .Call to the anode puddle 
or crater. The freezing of this molten crater in the wake o? the 
ionic bombardment of globules of metal constitute the welding process* 
-•XJC— 
radiation. 7/hon the weld is built up in layers as in arc-
weldin^, the conduction of heat in the inner layers is re-
tarded, giving it an annealing effect, hut radi: tion of 
outer layer is -very rapid, which in turn sets up an internal 
strain during the recrystallization that takes place below 
the Ax point. This strain is responsible for the distorted 
grains as shown in the photograph. 
Fir;. 23B—This photomicrograph shows cross-section of 
the deposited metal next to the outer layers o£ tve same as 
specimen 23A. 
Structure is an B - :r gate of ferrite ("rhite areas) and 
Dear lite (dark areas) as maybe see1" following grain boundaries* 
The little round black spots as f owi Li the white areas are 
slag inclusions. There is also some evidence of nitriding. 
This structure shows a distorted '-rain structure which 
is due to sudden evolution of her/ recrystallization that 
has ta>en place below the Ax point. 
Pig* 23C—This photomicrograph si ows cross-section of center 
layers in same specimen as stated above. The structure is 
grain formation of ferrite (whits areas) ai ] the pearlite (d 
areas) follov/inr the r̂ain boundaries* Th.is uniform structure 
is due to 1 -ealing; process received Pron the conducted heat 
from deposited metal. 
- £ " > ' ' -
~ \ . ' l _ 
Fig . 24A--200X Ki to l Etch P ig , 24T?~ 200X Ni to l Ifrfcoh 
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Fig, S4C--200X Tlito] St eh 
Fig, 24A—Thin photomicrogtanh shows a cross-section 
of weld made with Oresta Murex electrodes near the outside 
surface of peered weld* Structure is an .ggregate of ferrito 
and traces of pearlite at grain boundaries. The little black 
needles as may bo seen in the ferrite (-white areas) are nitrides. 
Fig. ?AV,—This nhotomicrogranl cross-section of 
the bond between the base and deposited metals of the same as 
that of Specimen 24A# The upper section is the deposited metal 
which is a fine grain structure of ferrite and pearlite. The 
dark pearlite-li' • are no doubt a eufectoid of Fe & FeK^ 
in that nitriding; took place in the outer section as shown in 
Fig. 24A. 
J 
The li 'ion is a fi ' e r r i t e ( 
areas) and near1 i to (dark art 
Pig. 24C—This photomicrogras] irffws cross-sect io 
•etui near the "bond of weld. I tc fins s tructur 
f e r r i t e (white areas) and pear l i t ' ? 'eas) ar 
ling treatment received fror tuctior of the 
deposited meta] a re c rys ta l l i za t ion to take place. The 
large white bands of f e r r i t e as shown in center o? photograph 
are caused by r ec rys t a l l i z a t i on due evolution of heat b^low 
the Ax point . 
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Fig. 25A—200X Nitol Stch' ,. 25S--20QX Nitol 
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Fig« 25A—This nhotomic ] sross-section 
of weld made with Cresta Eur ex electrodes, : on-peened. 
•ncture is a coarse grain • be of ferriie with 
trace:.; of Dear lite following the r in boundaries • This 
photograph was taken ne- r the outer section of the weld. 
. 25E—This phot#nicro?;raph shows cross-section of 
deposited and base metal which is a coarse grain structure 
o.C ferrite and traces of oearlite. The lower section is 
base metal which :• a finer str '• •• o"1 ferriV ?.r"!iie» 
Mkmmm 
• • « - ! j r " , • • • • « • ' 
: . 2 >— 0: I ' i t o i , 
F i g . 26—This p' otomieron;raph s. • c r o s s - s e c t i o n of a 
weld made with a "bare e l e c t r o d e and neened. The upper s ec t i on 
- 7-
'•/'. of peening . ba3"' i z a t : o: 
evo lu t io r ( a s b s beer s t a t e d and expl in p r e -
vious p3 oto3 icrograph* 
"o-.'er secHo-^ i s a f iner s t r u c t u r e t^hicr ~ne t o 
hea t t rc b rece ived "ro: i the ou t s ide depos i t ion* 
s t ruc tu re is an aggregate of f e r r i t e grain ( "• 
of pear l i t e (dark) as shorni a t ^ ra in b o u n d a r i e s . 
Tie dar> round sno ts a re non-me ta l l i c i n c l u s i o n s , and l1'" 
" . i t t l - d • r v Peebles as seer v • :-rit-1 p la ins a r e n i t r i d e s . 
•;. .v/ ' :/ v , •s'W'-y^, v 
• ' i> 27A— 150X 3 ibc i . ' —: 
Fig« 27'.—This photomicrc r a . ] o G the " ;veen 
depos i ted and base r.ieta] of a tveld 1 r e e l e c t r o d e , 
non-neened# 
The upper section is the deposited metal .vhich is . 
fine aggregate of ferrite (white areas) with the presence 
Itrides and ^orbito nearlite (d rk areas). 
The lov/er section is the base metal which in a uniform 
structure of ferrite and re: rlite-
Fig. 27B—This photomicrograph show a section of 
deposited metal like that of Specimen Z1^» The structure is 
a fine aggregate of ferrite (white areas) and the presence 
of nitrides and sorbite pearlite (dark areas)* 
& -•' V"v W^S-w 
-v fflVi*• i y A * : ^ ' > 
VL/4 t ,**..' P- V J 1 '-* ^ r - ^ > 
A W . Wr-J.*t , . ' • / . - f . ^ - J v ^ i « -.» 
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^'Vv-j'* V" ••' • 
w •: v vi- {< •' L A 
. ^ s a ^ ^ 
t^^/^^MF1 
I M F 
P i c - 28A--200X Ni to l Etch F ig . 28B-- 200X Tlitol Etch 
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Fig» 28-—This photomicrograph shows the outside 
deposited metal on a weld made vri h i estinghous general 
purpose electrode, non-peened. 
Structure is a coarse, distorted c;rain aggregate or 
ferrite (white areas) with traces of nitrides and traces of 
pearlite (dark areas) at grain boundaries. The black round 
particles are non-metallic inclusions* The distorted grain 
structure is due to the recrystalligation of grain structure 
as previously explained in Pig* -
Fig. 28B—This photomicrograph shows a cross-section of 
inner deposited layers of metal of same specimen as 28 -. 
The photograph shows a uniform structure of ferrite 
(white areas) and traces of pearlite (dark areas) at grain 
boundaries. 
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T A P. L E NO, I 
Berry Strain Gage e- dings 
Spec. Welding 
No, Procedure 




























Ac 20 52 48 55 43.7 
22, 2 
Bo -1 -8 -14 -5 ' 
\ r 55 61 41 49.5 
42,5 
B0 20 25 34 23 25.50 
19,50 
Ao -0 -4 -0 -21 3.5 
\ 31 45 49 59 45 
37.5 
- 21 32 34 35 30.5 
22.0 
-11 -31 -30 -16 22 
Bh 41 70 74 58 60.75 
38.75 
30 51 35 41.50 
19.50 
Cross and 
































] H O . 1 (Cont 'd) 
Spec- !i 
No. lure 






n t Poi I o -; Point 
1 ?. £ 
Gross • A -21 
Horizontal 











75 104 5.2E 
oo» i. 
67 103 88 20 71.7 
19.75 
-56 -0 -54 -65 
Bh 95 41 92 105 
3 r .C5 
Bc 7" 72 88 
V e r t i c a l -48 -48 -61 
Layer 
Weave, Ah 00 91 102 
Eon-Peened 
A0 69 7:: 81 
B0 -27 -32 -54 
3 h 55 70 73 








Average sur face tempera ture vr' i l e peenir.g, Speoimeii ": lide .. 450° Fj 























S ne c • 1 el 1 
j. ft 
S ide 
J-. CJ \JI > x ', or. 
Point .ve • 
No. Procedure 1 9 3 4 
Crocs 
Horizontal 
-40 -6 —PG -60 -50.5 





Ac 54 110 35.25 
14.75 
Bo -55 -45 -0 -42 
0 
3r. 
3h S4 39 26 70 59.5 
24.0 
BG 62 54 16 55 41.75 
-.2! 
Cross and Ao -40 -3 5 -44 -a 51 .75 
Horizontal 
T"eave, Ah SO no , 100 • .75 
Peened, Us- 13 .00 
5G-lb 
Air Pressur e A 0 48 47 50 59 .50 
7 .75 
Bo -0 -20 -44 -41 - . • 25 
Bh 25 48 70 70 • 'O .25 
<3»7 .00 
Bc 13 32 53 54 • • .00 
Average surface temperature vdiile peening Specimens 7 and 0: 
Sides A 450* p* Sides B 425* P. 
12.75 
- - " -




















-35 -45 -5 -85 -42.5 
57 '0 31 112 S5 
47 53 is 
B 108 110 so 
Average surface tempera ture while peening; 
Side A, 425°F; Sides % 432°F. 





70- lb a i r 









0 -94 -94 -48 -48 -71 





-42 -50 -78 -91 65.25 
64 " 100 114 92.25 
27 
54 64 90 100 77 
11.75 
-54 -50 -13 -IS 3 3.75 
80 74 34 46 58.50 
24.75 
?2 23 31 45.50 
12.75 
Average surface tempera ture whi le rieening: 
Side A, 400°F; Side B, 425*F. 
Al l t empera ture r ead ings were recorded before Mnd a f t e r each 
l aye r m s peened. 
- - , '_ 
I A ] 0 . I ( !a ' ' ) 
>i ec. Side Point ' . 
No. are 1 2 o A 
Cro s : 
Horizontal 




3] 99 74,50 
.75 
*» 
20 87 7.3 73 
15.25 
Bo -46 -4G -5 -46 -35.75 




. 57 21 46 45.5 










9 . 7 5 
Average s u r f a c e t empera - t a r e rsfaile p e e n i n g : 
S i d e A, 400°F ; S i d e B, 4 5 0 C y . 
r  a  - 7 1 - 0 - 7 0 - 0 5 - 5 6 . 5 0 
W 17 91 105 7 5 . 5 
19.0C 
82 13 86 100 S7 .7! 
l l i 
- 1 4 - 4 1 -56 - 7 0 - 4 5 . 2 . r 
B. 20 - ' 74 82 51 .75 
h ~T^cr 
B- 22 43 63 76 5 2 . 2 5 
7.00 
Speciinens No . 11 and 12 were - v d t h a i r r e d u c t i o n s a i l s 
l l o . 65 l i g h t - c o a t e d e l e c t r o d e s . 
: • B L S •. I (Co-t'd) 
l ding Side Point Point Poir.t Point Ave • 
Procedure i o : • ; 4 
Croas and ft -46 -23 -15 -15 24.75 
Horiso' it .1 0 
-'--3 
\ 
47 40 49.50 
Peened, 24.75 
Us in g 
70-113 air - ' • • . 46 28 40 
Pressure 15. 
»0 -15 -0 -70 -70 ,75 
% 50 40 10G 102 75*00 
5%25 
"C 30 18 86 54.2S 
: ;•! o 
Average surface temperature while peenirg: 
Side A, 420°?; Side B, 430° T?. 
Cross and A0 -78 -76 -90 -." -67.50 
Horizontal 







114 48 83 
20.50 
-45 -78 -28 -55.: 
5 0 116 75 94. "0 
39.25 
02 92 73.00 
18.25 
These welds "rere made with 5/32" ~'restinghouse heavily Flex-arc 
general purpose electrode, using 130 anneres and about 25 volts* 
- -
T . I ( • •d) 
S p e c . 
NOi 
l i n g 
P r o c e d u r e 
S ido 
3. c 
P o i n t 
4 
,;.ve. 
15 Gross and 
H o r i z o n t a l 







- 6 2 
9G 
- 2 1 - 5 0 - 4 5 . 2 5 
7 2 . 
2 6 . 7 5 
A c 66 33 . 35 50 •"• . 5 0 
1 3 . 2 5 
B 0 - 4 0 - 4 5 - 1 4 -35 








70- lb a i r 
P res su re 
\ h 
50 ^0 
Average surface tempera ture whi] teening Specimen 16: 
Side (L, 326°P; Side B, 550°P. 
. 
. , 
1 4 . 2 5 
70 - 5 6 - IB - 5 6 
94 77 53 71 
- si 
80 6G 34 S5 S I . 2 5 
11.26 
50 -SO - 3 6 - 2 1 - 4 1 . 7 5 
48 • , 
1 0 . 7 5 
53 65 • 31 
•: . 7 5 
. . . 
o. .elH: Side Po5 '. Point Point To? ive 
Lro. Procedure 1 2 3 A 
17 Cross and kQ -70 -"3 -70 
Horizontal 
eavc, A h 04 34 94 0n 85 
Peened ir.^0 
Using 
70-lb air A Q 8 2 7 6 4 ] 9 i 7 g 
Pressure ""Tv"." 
30 -74 -24 -20 -57 -I. 
Bh 98 51 03 ~>ro 
26.01 
Bc 83 34 30 64 52*75 
9.00* 
Average surface temperature • hich peeninr; was done: 
Side A, 400°?; Side 3, 425°F. 
Temperature 7/as recorded before ar i after peening eac] er. 
18 Cross and . - 4 1 -65 - 8 4 -87 -69 .50 
Hor iaon ta l 
Weave, *h 90 no 125 113« 
Non-Peened 44755 
c 84 94 107 87.25 
17.70 
Bo - 5 4 -12 -64 -49 
B h 93 , 94 98 82.75 
33.75 
-0 
89 71 93 "9.50 
,20.50 
Specimens No. 17 and 3 8 vrere 1 dth 3/16" Murex-Cresta coated 
electrodes. 
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T A D 1 . I ( 
1 •Veldi:n': Side Point Point Poinl . • 
no* Procedure 1 p o 
19 •oss and 
Horizontal 
• o -8 " -60 -57 -67 
reave Ah 115 93 86 85 
PeeneJ, 
Us in g 
70-lb air 
Pressure 
Ac 00 79 ?] 71 77*75 
10.75 
Bo -44 -46 -60 -15 -41 -
Bh 71 72 81 41 .25 
2o*00 
30 58 GO 69 27 53.50 
Average surface temperature while peening: 
Side A, 390CF; Side B, 450°P. 
12.25 
23 Cross and A -0 -10 -15 -20 -11.25 
o 
Horizontal 
cave ;•> 43 54 S3 55*25 
Hon-Peened 44.00 
Ac . 33 35 38 32*25 . 
21.00 
-5 -0 -0 -10 -3*75 
53 45 42 rl 49,25 
45.50 
Bc :; 19 20 35 24.00 
21.75 
Specimens No. 19 and 23 were welded r d t h 5/32" Lincoln Fleetnveld 
e l e c t r o d e s , us ing 130 amperes and a tou t 25 v o l t s . 
- 6 9 -
T A i? ] . I I 
T • [" 0? EA>3 
Spec, Original Pinal Elastic 
Wo. Diameter Diameter Limits 
In Inches In Inches In dctrual 
Load 
1 .867 .79 18,000 
.769 .70 18,000 
.805 . 74 14,500 
• . 347 .! 18,900 
5 .642 .802 19,200 
6 .841 .755 25,600 
' .84 .75 13,600 
8 .61 .70 13,500 
9 .794 .71 19,000 
10 .724 • 61 15,790 
.813 .707 18,800 
12 .853 .75 19,380 
. .61 23,990 
14 .755 .: 19,680 
15 .748 .66 H,990 
16 .81 .72 19,000 
... 
. i i (coni « ; 
LTaxircuiJ 
S t r e n g t h 
A c t u a l 
Load 
O r i g i n a l 
Leng th 
In I n c h e s In Im 
Type of 
E l e c t r o -
Used 
Le Ho. 
2 9 , 6 4 0 
22 ,000 
E C 
• • • 
. 5 7 5 
. " 5 
. 67 
.Lirco 




2 4 , 5 1 0 • 64 .72 . 
24 ,100 . 7 0 . 7 7 !! 4 
2 5 , 6 5 0 . 8 0 '' 5 
2 9 , 6 5 0 
2 8 , 6 5 0 




A i r c o 
41 3 E 
6 
2 7 , 5 0 0 . 8 4 . 0 3 : 8 
27 ,900 . 6 9 . 31 Tl 9 
22 ,000 . 7 9 . 9 2 '1 10 
28 ,000 
29 ,990 
3 ° , 3 7 0 
. 8 0 
. 8 5 




A i r c o 65 L.C, 
Aon-Peened 







29 ,640 . 7 3 r -i A r .G.P .E. V on-P V 
2 2 , 7 0 0 . 9 0 1.01 . . P . E . K on-•J 15 
27 ,600 , 80 . 90 • : . r . . F . E . Peened 16 
-70-
T A fl L NO. II (Cont'd) 
3rec. Original Final 
No. Diameter • Limits 
In Inch' In Inc.1. s In. Actual 
Load 
17 .747 .51 22,100 
13 .80 .002 20,500 
19 .925 .80 29,610 
20 .81 .728 17,000 
21 .99 .90 28,000 
22 .913 .823 20,900 
.92 .70 29,300 
24 .97 .71 32,500 
.919 .09 28,640 
.101 .90 30,000 
27 .895 .461 18,450 
28 .896 .485 18,500 
-70A-
T B L A A 0. I I (Gone1.;: • 
Spec. ximura Or ig ina l P inal Type of 
No. 3tr< Length ictrodes 
Actual In Inches j ; Inches Used 
Load 
17 32,650 .75 .965 M.C.E. 
P 
IB 34,990 .50 .28 M.C.E. 
IT.P. 
19 42,780 .90 1.08 L .F .E . 
P 
20 22,000 .72 .78 Airco 41 B.E. 
IT—7*' 
21 40,000 .88 l.OS " 
22 32,500 .66 .78 " 
23 43,350 1,04 1,295 
24 48,170 .96 1.24 
25 46,100 1,05 1.315 
2^ 42,010 .88 1.03 
27 31,150 7" 9.68 
: 31,600 8" 10.5 
Symbols: 
Airco 41 B.E.—No. 41 bare electrode, Air Reduction 
Company. 
Airco ^5 L.C.E.—No. 65 lirjht-coated electrode, Air Reduc-
tion Sales Company. 
Murex C.E—Cresta (Heavy-Coated) electrode, American Murex 
Corporation. 
T'r.G.F.E«—General purpose (heavy-coated) electrode, Costing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company. 
W-B.F.E.— Bare Flex arc electrode, Vrestinghouse Electric 
I Aanufa ctur in g C or*pany• 










Airco 41 B. :. 
P 
Base ?. e t : 1 
Base I . e ta l 
- 7 1 -
. 3 
S p e c . T e n s i l e Elasb ic Per 
ro. S t r e n g t h Li' ' Lotion 
£5q« In. . •. In- In • ,r 
] 51,500 31,20C 5.5 
:: 49,000 35,000 -
3 49,150 28,200 14 
43,600 34,50"' ] ' 
5 45,500 34,600 10 
52,900 33,700 20.3 
7 51,500 33,300 20.4 
8 r-2,900 3 5,300 25.5 
9 54,000 38,000 22 
5^,300 37, ' 21.9 
1] 55,850 36,000 23.5 
I? 54,150 34,500 
2 5 74,400 44,50C 45 .3 
: 57,500 44,800 
15 52,800 : •,"00 20 
16 " ,000 3% 5,00 
« 
( • r 
Spec. Per Cent toclrwell Type I lec t ro 
No. Elongation [ness Peened Fon- -
Scale 
1 
in .~ ' 











in . 80" 
7 5 . .1 
6 
in .80" 
70.5 5/32" Airco 
41 B.E. 
' 14.7 






in . 59" 
74 n 
10 15.5 
in . 79" 
. ! i i 
11 17.8 
in . 8 3 " 
70. • n 
12 20 
in 1,00" 




5/52" ?f.G»P. . 
14 35.8 
in , 7 3 " 
71 • .a 
15 .: 
in .74" 
67.£ l / 8 " ^ . F . B . 5. 
16 12.5 
in .80" 
• l/8n W.P. 
T i ] . oa t* a ) 
S n e c . n s i l e 
No. Li . i t 
; > : . I n . . ' ' ; - . I n . 
17 7 4 , 2 0 0 £1,000 .;-
18 ' 59,800 40,C 
10 58,200 36,350 25f4 
20 44,300 32,700 19.G 
21 54,500 3P, 19,5 
22 40 ,000 3 1 , 0 0 0 1 9 . 4 
23 39,500 4 3 , 8 0 0 4 1 . 5 
24 76 ,400 4 4 , 1 0 0 17 .6 
7 0 , 0 0 0 4 3 , 2 9 . 2 
26 5 3 , 3 5 0 3 8 , ! 1 9 . 4 
27 4 9 , 6 0 0 2 9 / 7 4 , 5 
28 : p , 0 0 0 29 ,600 7 1 . 5 
For 
• i c t i on 
I n t\re& 
-
L . i ;co] t» , 
.c. Per Cent Type 
i:o. longati* Hardness Peened- -Peenod 
17 32.6 70." 5/32" J.C.E. 
in .75" 
-8 72 r/' . . :, 
in .-" 
IS 5*5 5/32" Aireo ' 
il .E. 
20 6.3 "7.5 32" irco 
21 10,5 '.5 •'.':y> • irco 
41 E.E. 
' o r Gent
 • 0 
 7 5 " 
• 
i n .<?5n 
in . 9 0 " 
6 .3 
in . 7 2 " 
20 .5 
i n . 0 8 " 
1 8 . 1 
i n • 
2 8 . 5 
in 1 .04" 
3 2 . 2 
i n . 9 5 " 
29, 2 
V 1 . 0 5 " 
17 
: 1 . 0 5 " 
36 
in 7" 
3 1 . 6 






23  S2 5/<52" LF. , 
 
'H  SO 5/32" L.F.K. 
 .  
25 29.2 GO.5 .-.-» ., 
ir 1.  
5/32" jrco 
• E. 
27 A9 etal 
in
26 31.6 49 Bas 
-7; -
i . rv 
-
3 o . 1 • , 
r 
• I: or. 
.:•: e r 
1 :| iro.o 
. . . 
n 
Cross and 
H o r i z o r t .3 
ii V e r t i c a l 
L a y e r "-©avc 
5 ii r - - " -Pecned 
S it Cross and 
H o r i z o n t a l 
"0 
II 




i i BO 
• i V e r t . T-
ied 
10 n 70 
11 : ". i r co Cross • 3 i 
T 1 ' • KJ • '• • ~ r o r i z r 1 . P . 
12 • i 
K o r i z . P . 
70 
13 " - . a * ] . . - . Zross 
" o r i z . P . 
70 
14 • i Cross and 
- • , 
15 Cross and 
H o r i z . 1 . . 
1 • Cross and 
.""oriz. P . 
. 
i 
b r a i n r ' r aro oad 
o= ,—. , . 
3 
i -. ; .000 
» 
Sidea ' ' 
Co le 
S i d e s 
l o t 
H 96 
Col,". 
41 -25 : . . .00412 .002 
-i o . . . . > 2S5 
* . 9 0 •: . 2 7 . v : ?;• . 00192 
r < 2 2 1 .87 •003F2 .0018E 
.87 3 E . C2 . 00393 .00186 
. • 7 . .0023G .00176 
' • • " ' . F ' "'. " .00222 .00106 
^r iO .?S . • o -
. ' . '2 .00216 . 
• : 2 . ' ,00; . 0122 
• 1 2 . .00231 .00125 
- ~ n -• - . 12 v. , 
. ' 1 - V . . 10] F>6 
* I P . 57 .0040C . >197 
.37 ] ' . " .00; , .0014 
n ^ . 7 5,0.00 .00190 . . 
11 I 
<?. • of • " " . - . s u r e 
: o , Procedure ._,•.• .... n 
17 
er 
". 32" i:.G.Ei Cross and "70 
Tloriz, ' eaye P . 
" Cross and 
Horiz. : . . 
3" L.F .E. Cross and 
Horiz . " eave P. 
20 " Cross and 
Horiz . '.''eive ] ,T\ 
23 fZ2n i r c o Cross • d 
41 B. •'. Horiz " eave ..-, 
> 
• 
• sac ings 
r ii es 
at Cold 








• .87 12.26 







. •• 1 1 5 
.00122 
.002143 
13S peres, 18-20 volts -vere us^d on all 5/32" irco 41 bare 
••' r o d e ; : . 
i 
130 jonp'ori ", 215 v o l t s vmr us 1 oi - 1 1 §/sZ e s t i r ~." >ouse F lex-
r .- ;•. t] Q] B c t r O G • 
i - '• e r a s , 2? v o l t s • ere used os a l l Fi/32" ; col: 'lae'feweld 
: t : i. '. •. 
• pa res , 18-20 v o l t s vrere used on a l l I/O" : e s t inghonse Fle^c-
• 
- - . - - < 
' . V 
n •• •• • r 
S^ec . "*orl: 
Ko, S i ies 3 i d e s F t . L b . 
E l a s t i c 
Hot C ol 3 Deforma-
t i o n 
Tlot 
i-H
 . 0 0 4 1 2 .00208 2 0 . 3 0 
2 . 00351 .00235 rt 
. 0 0 3 7 ? .001^2 rl 
' . 00352 . 0 0 1 ) -•• II 
5 . 00398 .00186 •1 
6 .00236 .00176 II 
7 . 0 0 2 2 2 11 
?• . 0020 
2 .- 21 ! . ' • • : ' - ' II 
10 .00258 .OQ122 .1 
. '! 
• . 00177 . -. •" i 11 
13 . 00305 .00158 " 
' . 0 0 4 0 " .00197 11 
. . 0 0 1 4 11 
1 3 . 19« noiO 1 
. 00222 . ' " 59(52 '1 
18 . , 0 0 ] ' 1 II 
19 . - • • ' • - • • - . >np • • 
, . 1 2 2 M 
23 . ' . • • • t II 
ork or"" 
F t . J" . 7 t . L b . 
i-fci c 11 a s t i o 
o rma- Defc 
t i o n tiOft 
Cold Hoi 
or] 
F . r . 






i o i . n o 
1 2 0 . 5 0 
6 5 . 2 5 
20 .20 
4 n . r 0 
47 .1 1 
r . 2 
3 1 . 3 0 
6 3 . 2 0 
1 0 4 . 5 0 
5 8 . *0 
4 0 . 0 0 
1 . "•: 
\ ] 9 .80 
63 .60 
11« .00 
4 3 . 8 0 










3 6 , SO 
2 
- 1 0 . ? 0 
R.21 
• 
Tota l Tot • 
irl- or] Sq. I n . 
• J • • •"' . L b . i r 
- • " " • • 
ion Juio ,_: 
7 o t c-oia 
. 114.10 
1 3 1 . : ' p r . 4 0 
J .TO 5 7 . 5 0 
L22*. 5F .50 
• ' P . 55 .20 
" r . - 51 .10 50 
22 .16 70 
. 2 1 . 1 1 50 
•7 • " 1 - _ ,. 70 
70 
• - . r . 
1 . - ' r , 7 6 70 
.1 ts.so 70 
E . . 0 
. 3 * . 60 
• , • :.. . i • . 
. : . ' ' 7C 
L: . 1 57 .30 
• • . ] . 
• 
25 .36 
• ! 7~ .40 
•j p e c 
b e r 
1 . . 
. o r '. or1-
F t . LI . F t . L b . 
Defor a- Deform 
t i o r . t i e r . 
Cold Cold 
T O . 
'or1-
H, LI • 
orma-
t i on 
JoTd 





















4 " . 10 
. . 
1 8 . 0 0 
5 2 . 5 0 
1 6 . 55 
4 3 . 9 0 
1 8 , 5 6 
2 6 . 5 1 
58.80 
5 1 . 5 0 
2 9 . 3 6 
5 5 . 5 0 
3 0 . 4 6 
58.80 
' .30 
2 9 . 3 6 
37.30 
27.30 
2 3 . 6 8 
5 5 . 5 0 
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I 
In m9.y-i.ng i '•."••.•- or tl Kress set up ;. rigid 
welded joint as shown in Fi .. , assure that the strain is 
transmitted to the center bar I1 a unifori distribution* Con-
sidering 1 sing true, calculations vrere made to determine 
the total :Tork 'lone in deforming the center bar by dividing 
worl' in two parts—work done during elastic deform.' tior • 
•work ior ':urin- plastic deformation. 
The r•;• '• lone ner unit length of bar in elastic deformation 
is equal to the work required to stress the center bar of Jf -• 
specimen to yield point (30,000 lbs. ner sq« in.) as in equation (l)» 
S2;_ Ft. LI . 
T.re=— . 
24 E 
"here L s Length of centor 1 ar. 
3 = Yield pt. stress (30,000 lbs per sq. in.) 
A = Gross-section area center bar in square inches. 
E = Modulus of elasticity on the material(30,000 11 . 
per sq« n.) Therefore the work "lore on tbe center 
is: 
-re = 3
2AT, Ft. Lb 16 (l) 
24 E 
The work done ner unit length on c ntor bar in plastic de-
formation is equal to the force on the bar times the difference 
between the measured elongation bh elongation to produce 
a stress equal to the yield point of -' berial as in equation (2): 
7 7 
7^SAL ( , ) F t . Lb. 
p*irr ( i ) 
".•hero e i s t he u n i t e longat ion with the gage. T3 e worlc 
done on -; n t i r e center b-:v.r length L i s t h e r e f o r e : 
= 3/1 (E -S) (2) 
P l F T 
The to t ; 1 \TOVV done on th ber bnr ":* • 
0O3 bract ion i s equa] t o t h e sura of the e l i t i c work plus the 
p l a s t i c work, as in equat ion ( 3 ) : 
V: = b e + (3) 
W = S^AL :' L. ^Ke-S) (4) 
?A E 12 3 
W - ^ J _ ( 2 1 V 3 ) ( 5 ) 
24 7; 
'It is the best to use formula (4-) because it will ;: )-o 
work .-lone in elastic a: I plastic deformation separately. 
Example: 
S = 30,000 lb. Sq. In. 
• = (1.625) (1.25) 2.03 3q. In. 
L = 3" 
3 B 30,000,000 lb. sq. in. 
e s .00393 while hot 
c = .00201 while cold 
Average s t r a i n gag© readings on Sides and B while hot on 
s ide /\h, 39.23 and whi le cold on s ide .CJ 20 .83; riiile hot on 
s i d e B l v 38.91 and wl i l e cold on s ide ' c , 1 9 . 4 1 . 
These averages o"1 readi : 1 -• 
cross and ! o r i zon ta ] weave proceditre . 
Total average of /-., + B^ = 41 .25 , 
Total average of /..cr Bc = J'.C.o-. 
E = G a ^ e reading; X .0003 = 20.8r, 7. .0002 - .002( 
2 " 2 
,:r - (50J0°0)
S(2.03) (C) (50,000) (2.03) (8) 
24 (30,000,000) ' * " 12 (30,000,000) 
/ (30,000,000) (,00208)-30,000 < 
Therefore: 
^: = 2 0 . 3 0 + 4 3 . 8 0 = 54.10 P t . Lb. of vrork cone in e l a s t i c 
and p l a s t i c deformation. 
&/*'#*+j &fahkiat&~ /bt/e/ififf JSe/ttertt. Ak* --/&#***/ mi/cfa. 
Crvss Y //*rx Ufrtr* 
Mw? / ^ P W : 
4ffiC0~&£ 
Cross */&rjr. fearg 
'tfkeff+d^ __J_ 
J/tfCO'&f 
far/. /Gyrr Mfatfr 
/Yo7 /Z>£>/ret/ 
\n& 
VerJ l&ser /&»#» 
etf*xfi> 
wcofss-lcf' 
"fail v f/or*.. Weave 
W~6r?£ 




TG&Wt —! Jf/r ffefa&oa \h£s Co. Sort \F/eefr*d* #•# 
CO-i&f-l.^f.— Srr/fc/w&s, S*/**\C*. IffA/'€**&*>r£Av/rW*. 
'&& | f fe^y^g«yf gfrv/hc r- tV^.-Gr; • /fary 4haA*rf 6mirr*j'/ 
1/"— //«fv«r Cr*sS« fV#p*y-C»eM £"/*?&*& 
~£\ — //a^afc dTfesfac Co. ffler/iwAf tyrarjf Coafaf fifoefrvif*. 
L 3k. /Vmn\t^&rtJieL J LL _ U I 
— /3w*»isr< I 
/ / / /•/ J 
y 
y 
! f / 
/ / / y, 






















i u \u/ LI 
J — * . — u — * /••i.i..\—*—u *. 
/v . /fA 
Fin. :*«'.. 
For a check of data o1 on the 
1 l/'I" A 6" X 1|" plates as s3 ' les IV 
Y, four other ol. tes re nrep • ' s'~c i Fig. 17A. 
The gâ -e holes as shown in c ' : "• " • rs were drilled 
wit! a No. 56 drill and reams ci 1 reamer. The 
l/i" holes between the ; • holes were rilled l/2n deep 
and filled half full of mercury. The the hot junctions of 
chromel alumel thermocouples were submerged 5n the mercury 
and connected through a special switcr J~o the Lends & Northrup 
Potentiometer as show? ir Pig. 17B« 
Fig. 17'̂  
The mercury and special switch : i it possible to o1 -
tain temperatures at tl c e noints /ith f ir '.egree o.f ac-
curacy while wel ".ir g, Strains wer t* } en with a Derry strain 
gage using a 2" gage length as was used in the other testi 
These ga?e readings and temperature readings were taken on 
both sides of the plate * 
Two of these welds were :,-. .th tare electrodes, one 
of which every other deposited 1 yen of metal was peened while 
welding. The other two were Lth ao ' electrodes usi 
reverse oolarity, one being nee • If ' :ed above. 
""1 or avoids were completed they were allowed to cool 
perature and stn re : v taven. hej the center bar was 
through'the center o'C the --/eld end ;s ta^en • gain. 
are shown ir Table VI. 




No. P r o c e d u r e 
Or0.3 a and 
Horizovtv.-.l 




5 / 3 2 " 
Air co 
E l e c . 
i r o s s and 
H o r i z o n t a l 
• - G , 
IT on-Penned 
v e l 1 
With 
5 / 5 2 " 
F l e e t w e l d 
E l e c t r o d e 
S ide . 
5 4 
; i d e D Aver 
ir-,3 2&4 
Before 173 210 173 163 223 202 233 204 
"Tel d i n g 
Af te r 166 259 167 105 215 234 223 227 
Weld ing 
+ 22 - 3 + 3 2 10 +23 - 7 , 7 5 + 3 1 . 5 
••r 170 229 170 l r t " 220 210 227 205 
" a r Cut 
..?. - 5 +-1< +;: + . +. , +- ; . 4 + i _^ +-7.75 
80* C 183* C 7 ^ 1 9 0 ^ 0 1 0 3 ^ 0 180*C -3*0 
2nd . L a y e r 
Temp. 103 204 77 210 124 243 12G 
4th Layer 
Temp« 130 240 135 250 15 2 243 137 235 
nth Layer 
Before 177 200 201 150 214 201 211 189 
Welding 
•r;er 167 233 193 207 20-" 237 202 213 
* folding 
-10 ^33 -8 +27 +36 -9 4-29 _ 6. 7 5 ^ 2 # 5 
Center 175 205 202 183 218 210 207 192 
Bar Cut 
Dif. +r 4-1 +." + 4 *9 -4 




p. 129 219 130 225 115 225 99 218 
4th Layer 
Temp. 143 105 255 105 105*C 2l£*C 
• er 
T A B L E N 0 . VI ( C o n t ' d ) 
. vora ; ;e 
1 2 3 4 1 2 5 4 1&5 2 M 
190 ISO 170 132 17G 166 190 162 
186 211 166 143 175 196 184 191 
-4 +3 -4 *11 -1 +30 -4 +-29 -3.25 •+•: 
188 137 170 134 176 170 1S7 168 
-2 +• 7 0 + 2 0 + 4 - 3 + 3 - 0 . 2 5 +-4.75 
Cross and Before 229 219 153 295 230 157 198 219 
Horizo; tal siding 
e, After 215 252 149 320 227 188 192 241 
-4 +-33 -4 +25 -5 +31 -6 +22 -4.25-f25.75 
22S 224 153 29 6 22S 161 200 209 
- 1 +5 0 + 1 - 2 + 4 + 2 10 - . 2 5 + 5 
Soec. .'• \ 
Ho. - cmdure 









Fleet?/eld T:ar Cut 
Elects. """IT f 
Peened Welding 
T'. rel Dif. 
With 
5/32" Cer.ter 




loulationa on. 3peciroens 5,6,7, '" 
Spec. ] o. B 
center bar after welding 31.5 X 3,000=94, "" . In. 
•ess on center bar after cut 7.75 X 3,000=22,250 
Stress relieved on center bar after cut 2c.75 X 3,C - ,8,2 
Stress on outside bar after w n '; ; 4 X 7.75 X 3,000-93, 
3;ioc. i"o.« G 
Stress or center bar vrelded 32.5 X 3,000=97,000 :. iri, 
Stress on center bar after cut 5 X 3,0^0" 15,000 
Stress released on center bar cut 23.50 x 3,000-70,500 
Stress on outside bar after welding 4 X 8.75 X Z,000=99,000 
Spec. No, 7 
Stress or. center bar welded 25 X 3,000 - 75,000 
Stress on center bar cut 4.75 1 3,000 = 14,250 
Stress released or. center bar cut 20.25 X 3,000 - 60,750 
Stress on outside bar:: after welding 4 X 5.25 X 3,000 - 35, 
Spec* No. 3 
"tress on center bar welded 25-75 X 5,000 - 77,250 
Stress on center bar after cut 5 X 3,000 = 15,000 
Stress released after cut 20.75 X 5,000 - 52,250 
Stress on outside bar after vreld 4 X 4.75 X 3,000 = 57,000 
Strain -per one division on " rrj •  ;'••"?, using; 2U gage length is 









i *. 1a 
In order to obtain ii 'or • 3 to ther the r~sidual 
stresses caused by welding ar^ bhe a thin plates as in 
thick plates, .: above 0/4" X S11 X 14" 1/4" rrt • te was,selected 
and prepared as shown in Fig. 13• Th^ sane procedure of we] 
peening as was done on t] thicker pi: te was carried out, 
with the exceptior of welding and recordii be peratures at 
points 1,2,3, ir.d 4 being done only or. ore side. Strain ;-" ;e 
readings v.rere ta^en at points 1,2,3,4, and C o: both sides with 
Berry strain ga?;e using two-inch length. In addition to 
these strain readings a ten-inch Vliittemore strain g.- r:e read in;: 
ints 5,6, 17 or. hot1' sides of the plate, 
•ba r s • repared ;-H bo , hich 
' e » l J ™ n l 1 - n - j . - , , V<, * ~ r^vn r*v rip 1 fDfl«r-T'**f l "T7"" r^miTi"! n 
bevel joint with a 1/4" openi b ^ :. . One of the 
welds in e cl case w-s peened as rKis ione in the thicker 
plates* 
' sr th e we Ids we re nade an al 1 owed to cool d OWE to 
roora temper* ture, th readings v/ere taven and center bar 
cut through the center of the vrelds ?.rd the strain gage readin 
again recorded, 
The IIo. 1 weld cracked after coolirj, therefore, the re-
sults were discarded* The results of the other bars are recorded 





" e l . 
Proc 
S tra in rag© P o i n t s 
1 
\ 
\A> &i> 2&4 
• bar s t r t i i : ;aro r e a d i i ~: ^erry, 205 , TThittempre, 560 
(45 V 1/4 ' bo:"or? w e l d i n g ) 
Cross and Before 207 170 183 206 176 527 "70 587 
\z. VJelding 
203 189 176 227 3 492 449 556 
-4 +19 -7 +2] -I7" -35 -121 -31 
197 216 176 563 787 575 
Y7eave ride A 
' : ' . P. Lfter 
"Jeldi: 5 









242 1 534 677 546 
+ 33 +26 -175 -29 -110 -29 - 5 . 5 + 2 2 . 2 
Average of i t r i n s a t p o i n t s t C ^ 174 , 5 , - - 3 2 , 6 ,= -116 7 - - 3 0 
" o ld Cut 204 173 179 212 97 532 542 588 
S ide 
D i f . + o - 4 +G -79 +5 - 2 8 +1 
202 221 92 565 766 577 
+ 5 * 5 - 8 4 + i t - 1 5 + 4 . 7 5 
Average of s t r a i n s of p o i n t s : C - - G 1 , 5= 3 . 5 , 6= - 2 4 . 5 , 7= 1 .5 
1 e l d Gut 
S ide T3 
D i f . 
. VII (c a) 
. . Kit trior fcer ; 
• '" 7 = 31 . t ic . •• ' le bars 1 : 4 . 
i n t 3 llfi . . ': ;. -:1 = 124 co red to 1? = or Ho. 6 center b a r . 
r;e r- A or. cent 1 *. r c LIS = 24 • • • t o t a l s t r a i n r e l eased 115-JM '2 . 
S t ress on ou t s ide bars "before cut 124 X 300 - 37,200 $Sq. I n . 
-ess on oenter bar before cut 11" X 300 = 33,800 fSq . In , 
S t r e s s on cen te r V r r e l e a s e d by cut 02 X 300 = 27,GOO &5q. i n . 
S t r e s s on center bar l e f t a f t e r cut 24 X 300 • 7,20o -'f>n. i n , 
S t ress on ou t s ide bars before cub 300 a 18,300 'Sq. I n . 
- o . of -er r ; - gage no in t s 1 ! 3 . f ter welding 5.5 X ",000 = 15,500 #Sq. I n . 
Ave. of "c r ry gage po in t s 2 & 4 a f t e r welding 22.2 X 3,000 = 66,600 f/Sq. I n . 
five, of "err;.- ^age po in t s 1 & 3 a f t e r cut 3.5 X 3,000 a 10,500 ."-Sq. I n . 
.VG. of Berry gage po in ts 2 & 4 a f t e r cut 4.7 X 3,000 » 14,100 #Sq. I n . 
Tota l s t r a i n r e l e a s e d by c u t t i n g cen te r bar 22 .2 -4 .7 a 17.7 X 6,000 •» 52,500 #Sci. 
T 0. T'II (Cont'd) 
Points Average 
30. 1 2 3 4 C 5 7 1&3 
Iio. Procedure 
t • 3 rd ' • tr ' ;: Berry, 20"; TVhH re, n 50 
(60 V 1/4 opening be for.-- openii ; before weldi; 
Cross and Before 210 206 204 203 219 569 552 561 
HoriZt Welding 
1 rc ve Si-'.e k 
Peened Wed' 203 229 200 222 49 537 421 529 
le A 
Di.f. -7 +23 -4 -+19 -170 -52 -131 -32 
Before 209 219 231 973 537 556 
""elding 
Side B 
liter A 235 236 42 945 421 532 
Welding , 
Side B 
Dif. +26 +17 -139 -28 -115 -24 -5.5 +21.2 
Average 179.5 -30 -123 -28 
Strain 
At Points 
Side - 208 232 202 205 153 r,70 513 561 
Cut ' eld 
Dif. -2 +6 -2 +2 -66 +-1 -39 
Side B 
Cut Weld 213 220 136 974 505 555 
Dif. +4 +1 -95 1 -32 +1 0 +3.5 
verace Strain' 
it Pointa 81 2 -35.5 -.50 
Tercp. 71* c 173* C 71* C 181* C 
2nd Iayer 
Tercp. QQ 202 80 212 
3rd Layer 
Temp. 113 250 117 261 92.1*0 213* C 
4th Layer 
LB 0. VII (Cont'd) 
Stress calculations t'ikon fr ta obtained with n "liittemore s t ra in gage: 
Stress on ce^tf-r bar after elding 123 X 300 • 36,900 #/Sq. In. 
Stress on center bar • "'ton cut 36 X 300 = 10,300 #/Sq. In. 
Stress released on center bar af ter cut 87 X 300 = 26,100 #/Sq. In. 
s tress on outside bars 4 X 29 X 300 ~ 34,800 #/Sq. In. 
Stress calculation talren fror data obtained with a Berry c;age s t rnin gage: 
Strops on center bar nfter weld 21.5 X 3,000 = 63,500 #/Sq. In. 
Stress on center bar after cut- 3.50 X 3,000 = 9,250 #/Sq. In . 
Stress released on center bar cut 18.00 X 3,000= 54,000 #/Sq. In. 
£ Stress on outside bars after welding 21.0 X 3,000 = 63,000 £/Sq. In. 
-
i 
Stress on outsiae bars after cut - 0 . 
Stress across weld 189 X 3,000 = 56,700 #/Sq. In. 
IX ( C o n t ' d ) 
3 . r a t a Gaga P o i n t s Average 
] o . P r o c e d u r e 1 2 3 4 C 5 7 U 3 1&4 
Cros": and Be fo re 300 36 
•• •or±z* • 
P e ••• Side . 
. f t or 
'"el din.?; 
S i d e 
OOK 
£ >.' L-1 52 
D i f . 
o r e 
- 5 * 1 6 
S i d e 
204 
Weld r 
s t a n d a r d "• • re : Ber ry •••, 2 0 5 ; h i t t < ore , 560 
(50 V 1/4 onenir. l i n g ) 
SI 204 227 586 577 
56 224 84 567 454 556 
- 5 4-20 - 1 4 3 - 2 1 -117 - 3 6 
176 193 407 576 543 
192 17 374 463 503 
r., 
Dif . + 26 -#-16 -189 -27 -107 - 2 ° + 1 9 . 5 
166 - 2 4 -112 - 3 2 . 5 
55 208 172 5G9 543 594 
•5 + 4 -51 *6 - 2 3 +• 2 
]74 109 403 550 543 
- 2 -37 +2 - 2 0 +-6 - 3 . 5 + 3 . 5 
- 71 + 4 - 2 4 + •• 
a v e r a g e 
S t r a i n s 
S i d e . 299 37 
Cut " e l d 
D i f . - 1 + 1 
S 5 d s 
Cut reld 
D i f . * 4 
Average 
s t r a i n s 
0. VII (Cont 'd) 
S t r e s s c a l c u l a t i o n ':~ ol t-_|. xv >-•" wit] V/h i t tenor e r a - e : 
S t r e s s on cen te r bar i f t e r welding 112 X 300 = 33,600 # /Sq. I n . 
S t r e s s on. cen t e r bar i f t e r cut 28 X 300 = 7,400 - ' / s - , In . 
ss r e l e a s e d or cen te r bar a f t e r cut 112-23 84 X 300 » 25,200 # /Sq . I n . 
S t ress ou t s ide bars 4 X 28.75 X 300 = 34,500 =/sq. I n . 
• -3 c a l c u l a t i o n tal:er E"r " data obtained with a Berry s t r a i n gage: 
;s on center bar a f t e r welding 19.5 X 3,-OOC = 58,500 # /3q . In . 
S t r e s s on center bar f t e r cut 3.6 X 3,000 = 10,500 # /Sq . In . 
S t r "3s r e l ea sed on center bar a f t e r cut 1- X 3,000 = 48,000 # /Sq . I n . 
S t r e s s on ou t s ide bar 20 v 3,000 = 60,000 # /Sq. I n . 
S t r e s s across "'eld 180 X 3,000 = 56,700 # /Sq . I n . 
S t ress across weld a f t e r nut 71 X 3,000 * 21,300 # / s q . I n . 
-93-
: T g 
Calculation Showing Looked~up stresses in Rigid Fr 
Caused by Expansion and Contraction* 
The strain gag© reading taken before and after welding 
center bar in frames (or elates) as shown in Fie;. 18 'furnished 
necessary data For computing the residual stresses resulting 
from the shrinkage of deposited metal, 
S » Ke 
S * Stress in lb/sq. in. 
E = Modulus of elasticity. 
e = Measured unit elongation in inches. 
- 9 4 -
T 0. YI I I (Cont* 1 ) 
e S e S 
Spec. rrber Center Out- Out- Peened i on-Peened Tvic3-~r_ess 
No- vo.r Side Side of PlateiS 































































T A B T I 0. VIII (Cont'd) 
9 3 e • 
Out- Out-
I c , r Bar Sid© Side 
"ar Bar 
Peened T-'on-Peened Tl ickncss 
of Plate 
In Inohes 
The following specimens -rov- run for a check on previous data obtained* 
5 .00315 94,500 .00308 92,400 " 1 1/4 
.00325 96,500 .0033 99,000 " " 
7 .0025 81,500 .00128 38,400 " » 
8 .00257 7G,000 .001S8 49,400 " 
The follovring specimens wer< run for a comparison of dat on 1 1/4:| to 1/2" plate: 
2 .00222 66,600 .0022 66,000 " " 
3 #00212 63,600 .0022 66,000 " " 
4 .00195 58,600 .0020 ^0,000 " " 
LB 0. "Ill (Co ' 
Spec. e S e 3 S 
Uo. Certor Center Outs ido Outside S t r e s s 
Bar Bar Bar After • f tor Released On 
Gut Cut Center Bar Center Bar Center Bar 
Was Gut 7/as Cut lifter Cut 













The following specimens were run for comparison of dat; on 1 l/4" to l/2" plates 
.000475 13,250 ,000 0 
55,350 
.00035 i0,500 *000 0 
53,500 
.0003 0,000 .000 0 
49,500 
• • > 
ttrenses, caused by expansioj ' contraction of 
deposited metal ;;: all test si </ run, I 
brou >ut further invest: .tior. '-1 
aro go Mr1 • 
~ . j . 
Fig* 
_ _ 
F i e . 21 
The above photograph shows a complete s e t - u p of 
Leeds and Northrup potent iometer } !•?•" ge go.-e. 
e t igt specimen s re prepared 
above photographs with bot • fixed; 3 • i --ero nreoarod vith 
02 ly one end f'ixed. 
Tu,o results obtained thus Tar are shown in Tabic IX. The 
measurements indicate that the shrink; ge ir. butt weldn varios from 
.025" to .074". How the dimensions of the welds and conditi 
under v;hich they were made affected the shrinkage has not yet been 
determined. 
Curves have been plotted to sho'r the effect of expansion and 
c J'raction of the welded joint while T~etal was beir .- deposited and 
cooled to room te< perature. 
It will be noticed from the curves (Page 103) hi •' the strair 
dronned as the temperature approached the transformation point (Ac) 
of the steel which was about 800 C. t this point bhe weld ".as 
co pleted and had reached a unifori xi urn tei eratur . Tl character 
of materia] obtained • t t1 ii point is austenitic which is shanginr 3 '! 
nearlite at about 70"J G (the Av inversion) and is greatly affected by 
the rate of cooling past the LSI' or eutectoid line. Since this 
of cooling was slow, it is reasonable to believe thai the structure 
would change back to ar gate o? .' .nd pe-rlite. ?/hile doing 
so residua] strains and stresses wouli: rapidly increase to •••• maximuin at 
room temperature. 
With this in mind a special shri ge was designed and built 
as shown in Figs. 19 and 20 to determine ctual shri ] e of deposited 
metal. These specimens were oreoared ~> lifferent of ol tes 
- • _ 
1 j o i n t in t h e c in 
Lg. li 20. On the aides of I; e pi te~ l / 3 " " oles 
d r i l l e d i n t o the so) -ides of '" • 1 iveled j o i n t i. 
i] ce : - thermocouples so t}u ' i ' sti ou.ld b« • 
deposi ted metal as n o s s i ' i l e . pecial d r i l l was used to ma? 
i n s e r t i r the s ides of the pi t e s Cor the 1 l un t poin t adjust] 
se re ; . ; to s e t for zero d i a l re; li: ; on the ines r / . - e . Le 
& ftorthrup po ten t ime te r with obr omel-alumel thermocouples con ected 
through a s p e c i a l switch were used '! o de t e r 5 e r a t u r •;.; 
while welding* 
1 e t e s e t - u p Cor obta in ing b] i 1; ba is s] owr in Fin- 21-
TTith i:1 i • e mt i t was Poss ib le bo i i r e c t measur 
of shr inkage (or ic t ion) ai ] t enner jnosited 
b u t t welded .ioints m ' re lding. 
Procedure of record!] 
'•ho se t -up iaa ma shi r Li •"•••. 19, the zero re 
of t he Ames gage and room te r .pe ra tu re were recor ed. I bl 
of t] el lii ;, temperatures : "'" : recorded and 
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or 22° C) 
lerature 
Z" 646 




672 o 64 
720 T72 
596 1045 








































• ... • 1 - 2 1 
( . .001 used to o tail data) 
j ' i e c « Leng th of P l a t a Opening " r i n k age - c t u a l 
': O . T h i c k F: L l l e t I n For F i l l e t s T o t a l Dia l S h r i n k a g e 
In I n c h e s I n c h e s Top Bottom Readings I n I n c h e s 
In I n c h e s 
] 1/4 1 1/2 7 / 1 s 3 /32 775 .03875 
2 tl 1 7 / 1 s 1 3 / 3 2 l / l 6 785 .03925 
3 11 1/2 5/8 3 /32 "20 . 0310 
i 11 1 1/2 7 /1S 
1 lA 
3/32 520 .0260 
5 1/2 1 1/2 1/4 940 .0475 
11 •1 1/2 1 l / l 6 9 /32 1060 . 0 5 3 
7 11 " 5 / 8 1 l / l 6 1480 . 074 
8 II " 7 / 1 s 7 /3 5/16 . 044 
9 It i 3 / 4 1 3 / l 6 710 • 03; >5 
10 1! 2 1/8 1 l / 3 2 1/4 12 30 .063 
11 1 1/16 1 l / l 6 3 /8 1350 .0675 
12 11 1 29 /32 1/4 823 .04115 
13 11 3 7/1G 2 7 / 3 2 sAe 967 . 04835 
3 / 4 1 5/8 1 l / l 6 1/8 U 1 ^ • 0255 
15 (1 
1 3 / 3 1 1/16 1/8 520 .0260 
16 II 1 1/2 1 1/8 7 / 3 ^ 535 .02925 
17 tl 1/2 1 l / l 6 7 /32 502 .0251 
18 5 /3 1 3 /4 1 3 /8 943 . 05715 
19 11 1 3 / 4 1 3 /8 940 .047 
20 11 1 3 /4 1 3 /8 941 .04705 
21 1 l / 4 1 3 / 4 1 l / 4 3 / l 6 877 .04385 
spec ia l -bu i l t ahrinl ' s a 2:1 r t io legs . Therefore a l l dial 
dings must be livided by ,?. The. gage reads d i rec t in .001" , 
__i__j—^4 L_i__ i—_J 1 
.asoa 
p 1 ' 
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'' ' ' ' ' I ! • ' I X 
r e v e a l s th fac t »re was r fcher Tide ~: r" 
of th-^ s t r a i ;e on the d i f f e r e n t .. - :, • or 
ruftgected t o warping* 
I t i s pos s ib l e th; t the v r i a t i o n In gage read ing could be 
t o the technique of. method of deposi t ion* 
I t i s very easy t o unders tand opera t ion of t] lectr< 
would en ter i n to t t Lon of z l ing when one cor .' 
t h e operator must master t he proper manipula t ion of t r 
t o main ta in a co; t ; vo l t age and. flow of cu r r en t t o prevent excess:] 
h e a t i n g a t c e r t a i n p o i n t s . This could only ho ibso lu te ly con-
t r o l irr* t h e -.re length which means the feed ' speed of t r a v e l o 
e l e c t r o d e s must be au toma t i ca l l y oner 
YThere peenir ; of ' ' weld is i t i n o s s i b l e th '• c e r t a i n 
po r t ions of t h e welds could 1 ve been | ^ened r.or?? tha: i r s . Tl : 
would afTect t he d i s t r i b u t i o n of s t r r i a t i o n of 
Llthough bein • able t o control the e f f e c t i v e blow by t1 
of a ;oecif:.l peening nachl e} s b- bee p rev ious ly explained s i ' i s 
reasoriaf lo to bo l ievo t': i-.; hi s ' ee: cui t o ten* 
The inheren t neti od of welding e • t] e depos i t i on of s n a i l ^."lobiilos 
of metal which fern or • nd of J- ode and f a l l i n t o the anode 
of c r a t e r , which in tu rn for::::; fche t h i r l"'yer of denonited. m e t a l . This p ro -
-
cess of ! isition causes an unev i n of sJ--
progressive layers of this ^sive ] I cool-
ing "Which naturally would cause a non-uniform stress distribution. This 
also would cause variation in gage reading* By taking the strair -r ;e 
reading as has beer, done in the first and second run, and taking the 
average of all readings on each individual bar in test plates, one 
should gain a fair degree of accuracy of strains set uo in the bars. 
Even though there should have been a considerable variation in 
strain read: ue to inaccuracy of the method used in obtaining the 
reading, it would not have <;re tly af footed the amount of stress set up 
by exnansion and contraction CMISOO a cool in • deposited metal. 
Y.hen the test data were worked up it was found that the stresses in 
the majority of center bars of specimens ran above the elastic limit 
of the base metal» Then a second sr-ries of tesi mocimens v.rere run ; 
checb the r suits and find out if different thicknesses of plates wi 
affect the results. These data repeated the same condition in each case. 
Then a further investigation was brought about to determine if H 
r.osrnblc for deposited metal to shrink (or contract) enough in a butt 
•weld to cause such stresses. Investigation proved th t s rinkage 
much hi her than expected. In study!"1'' ths strain te -ncrabur^ curves 
it can readily be seen that practically .11 or:: done in deforming the 
center bars, causing residual stresses, irere due to shrinkage, and ra-y 
Little from exn".nsion. This can b-' borstood from the study of 
_ 
the effect of stee] cooling fro- lolten condition passi 
through the ft, G S S area in the iron carbo Llibrium dia-
gram which is co • tolid solutio 
on ir ganra iron, ite- !Then on 
slow cooling, the .steel crossed the broken line E on sid 
G S« t this point the alpha 'orrite se s out and 'or 
a mixture of alpha and gamma iron. Then on Further cool-; , 
this ixture p- sses fchrou h another r sii "or point • t tl a (L i 
eutectoid line, which e\ s -' M bion has c 
agrregate of alph ' ' 5 lentite. During ' v ;e of' 
the metal through this .transition noint, '"here has been • comp] 
ge in the crystallization of metal durir. ; which bhe eryati L in 
reforms new holies set up i tr® I ru .mount of stress 3 
center bar of the pli te, caused by bhe coi ' v ctior o ' -1:1 e in livi-
dual crys fci Is . 
It is true that in this imrestir-atio^ 5/ . s -"e 7«*iterTs in-
tension to J-r-- ho reduce the str sses by peeni bl e losited lei '. 
In doing so, several differ* ressures were used and peening 
•rolled bhe same in each c eterrine what pressures were 
"ore effective. It was found is somewh t effective i . 
relieving residual stress< i provi: g physical properties. ?' 
of..:1 ct of pressures ' i 'rom about tO to 75 poun 
The effect of peening is •;' o n by ' loch curve as may 1 e seen 
,"-,c 70. 
-107 
In making a study of the structures "by microscopic exami-
nations of the sections cut from the test specimens, it was 
proved that peening improved the qualities of welds "by elimi-
nating some of the impurities such as oxides, etc., also help-
ing to from a uniform structure ~by forming a closer and more 
perfect bond between crystals. The study also shows that 
strain had been set up in the outside deposited layers because 
(fehe crystals had beer, distorted. !Thi3f in itself, accounts 
for the amount of stresses that were set Lip in the center 
bars of the test specimens. 
-10 -
ai : ' •1.1 t e s t la t o\ •' 
tl e f ac t th; t nee'' i: • of of r e ] ises 
a lone i rioui l i s t ] o, 'or very l i t t l e benefi i ! s beer ace 
plashed from peer.: ig. I t has a v i t a l of 'ect on improving the 
s t r u c t u r e s and c ic 1 p r o p e r t i e s o^ the metal to 
i - roved . " ' i t ! o, peeni: : is very e n e f i -
c i a l in welding f t i o n s . 
In tl e r x t e r f s opinion s t r e s s e s in the 
e use of s t r a i n gages ic or l e s s a s1"!;'. e f f e c t , and not 
unifonr tl • e n t i r e s o c t i o i s . The reason "or making t h i s 
s t t o en-i is iue to ' • •" "i t o r t c r y s t a l s in the c 
l aye r s of metal "1 ic'• i s c l e a r l y y i c ro scop ic examination of 
Id d e p o s i t s - Fur ther i n v e s t i g a t i o n v.*il!3 '•-• c a r r i e d out , : -• 
~ to provi tl i theory . 
If i t • ' Lbl< 'or ^ - : ' ': ' • of t he 
depos i ted metal t o " e reduced, f e oro1 3or. of 1 i"'" 
solved. " ith this in view, thorour^i investigation should 
to find so 3 • ethod of alloyin? tl ] fcal to aid in the 
reduction of shrinks 
It is the writer's purpose to .' - it ! finitely clear tl 
high stresses that ined ' •'" igj tior do not occur 
o::ceut in very rigid type of strnctur s« 
* 
Ordinarily the str« . * '" elastic limit in 
commerce lly fabricated structures. 
